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Launching Friday 21st August, our latest Aberdeen Gin to be released is Rhubarb Gin.   

In a worldwide first, this batch is made exclusively with Aberdeen grown Rhubarb. 

Our scrumptiously jammy Rhubarb Gin is distilled right in the heart of the city and uses real Scottish rhubarb. 

The special recipe includes generous quantities of botanicals – this imparts a long lasting sweet and warming 

flavour. 

The distillery initially created two prototype recipes that were available at both the distillery and the Banchory 

Lodge Hotel open air events.  As the batches sold out, lots of great customer feedback was generated and this 

indicated that one of the batches was more popular than the other - this was then used to tweak the final 

recipe.  We’re grateful to all our customers who have helped shape the recipes. 

Our head distiller says, “This is Aberdeen’s first ever Rhubarb Gin, from Aberdeen’s first distillery in nearly 80 

years – it deserved to be something special.  It can’t get more special than using locally grown ingredients.  It’s 

a true Aberdeen Gin, a true Aberdeen Rhubarb Gin.”. 

Modern distilling methods on a traditional still means the most exciting flavours can be captured from all 

botanicals.  Only Scottish Rhubarb in used in our Rhubarb Gin. 

This gin is ideal for those who love Rhubarb.  It’s fruity, tart, warming, sweet and completely scrumptious. 

Our gins are full flavoured, “garnish optional” drinks – the organic alcohol imparts a smooth drinking 

experience while retaining the exciting punch of the botanicals. 

Samples of this new gin, and the full range, are available at the City of Aberdeen Distillery on Palmerston Road.  

It can also be purchased online for delivery.  Click & collect is available. 

The distillery has recently launched a range of new gins such as Tuck Shop Gin and Lemon Zingle Gin as well as 

a freshly distilled batch of Fresh Gin – for an energetic refreshing citrus gin. 

 

Our shop  

https://cityofaberdeendistillery.co.uk/pages/shop 

Rhubarb Gin is available to purchase here 

https://cityofaberdeendistillery.co.uk/products/aberdeen-gin-rhubarb-gin 

 

 

City of Aberdeen Distillery 
The City of Aberdeen Distillery is the first distillery in Aberdeen for 80 years and is home to the 

distillery, the shop and the Aberdeen Gin School. 

City of Aberdeen Distillery, has developed a number of new and exciting recipes that will be steadily 

revealed over the next few months.  There will be both traditional gins and fruit based gins in the 

line-up – all of which are fully flavoured and true Aberdeen Gins – distilled, bottled and labelled right 

here in the city. 

The Distiller’s Collection is a range of full-flavoured, limited edition, Scottish Gins.  They are true 

Aberdeen Gins as they are designed, distilled, bottled and labelled right here in the heart of the city. 

To this day, no one else is distilling gin in Aberdeen. 
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